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Results 

Increase Reliability

 ■  More than 75 hoist chains sets were treated 
with one 20 liter pail of 601.

 ■  Chains are re-lubricated at three month 
intervals as part on ongoing maintenance. 

 ■  Following 12 months, all hoist chains are 
measured and load tested. 601 enabled  
a 80% pass rate.

 ■ Total Chain Cost Savings: $96,000
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Corroded wire rope and chain block. Wire rope applied with Chesterton 601. Restored and protected wire rope and chain block.

Solution
Product 
Chesterton 601 Chain Drive Pin and Bushing 
Lubricant was applied directly to the rusted 
link chain. Operations noted that the rust  
was removed as the chain ran through the 
hoist pulleys.
Chesterton 601 cleans away old residue and 
protects the chain and pulley from future dirt, 
varnish, and residue build up.

Marine Industry
Product: Chesterton 601 Chain Drive Pin and  
Bushing Lubricant
Case Study 053 IL/MRO

Proper Lubrication Lowers Maintenance  
Dramatically for Wire Ropes & Link Chains

Challenge
Background

Hoist chains used for heavy lifting at an Asian 
shipyard were severely corroded by exposure 
to water and salts. The lift capacity of the 
chain, 2,000 lbs, was compromised, requiring 
annual replacement of 200 chains.
Ease of sliding the chain through the series  
of blocks and pulleys was affected due  
to the pitted surfaces and rust build up.
 ■ Cost of safety: Priceless
 ■ Chain cost/year: $125,000
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